Staff Organizational Chart

Jennifer Barnett  
*Chief Administrator*

Chris Buck  
*East Hall Building Manager*

Brian Wallace  
*Student Academic Affairs Director*

Jocelyn Anderson  
*Web App Developer, Exec. Assistant*

Shamilya Williams  
*Administrative Supervisor*

Jaime Howe  
*Faculty Affairs Coord.*

Lisa Boehr  
*Faculties Coord.*

OPEN  
*Senior Graduate Program Coord.*

Tim Keeler  
*Admin Assistant Intermediate*

Amber Forsyth  
*Business Analyst*

Melissa Rider  
*Interim Business Manager*

Jeremy Wilson  
*Facilities Coordinator*

Saroya Cicero  
*Undergraduate Program Manager*

Kaydee Fry  
*Honor and AMDP Coord.*

Sarah Wagner  
*Graduate Records Coordinator*

Linda Anderson  
*Admin Asst. Associate*

Open  
*Admin Asst. Associate*

Karen Szemak  
*Research Process Coordinator*

Mindy Alguire  
*Research Process Coordinator*

Linda Solarek  
*Contract and Grant Specialist*

Lori Clendenin  
*Research Process Coordinator*

Kayleigh Stevenson  
*Contract and Grant Specialist*

Cindy Tsao  
*Financial Spec. Associate*

Emily Sejfulla  
*Purchasing Clerk Inter.*

LSA East Hall Business Office

LSA Finance

LSA HR

LSA Procurement

As of: 4/1/2019